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ABSTRACT

Introduction Mental health problems and musculoskeletal pain are common health problems among young adults including students. Little is known about the aetiology and prognosis of these problems in university students. We aim to determine the role of personal, sociodemographic, academic and environmental factors for risk and prognosis of symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress as well as musculoskeletal pain in university students. The constructs that will be studied are based on the biopsychosocial model and psychopathology associated with disabling pain. This model acknowledges illness to consist of interrelated mechanisms categorised into biological, psychological, environmental and social cues.

Methods and analysis This cohort study aims to recruit around 5000 Swedish full-time students. Data will be collected using five online surveys during one academic year. A subgroup (n=1851) of the cohort, recruited before the COVID-19 pandemic, receive weekly text messages with three short questions assessing mood, worry and pain, sent through the web-based platform SMS-track. Statistical analyses will include Kaplan-Meier estimates, Cox regression analyses, multinomial logistic regression analyses and generalised estimating equations. We will assess effect measure modification when relevant and conduct sensitivity analyses to assess the impact of lost to follow-up.

Protocol amendments Due to opportunity and timing of the study, with relevance to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, this study further aims to address mental health problems, musculoskeletal pain and lifestyle in university students before and during the pandemic.

Ethics and dissemination The Sustainable UNiversity Life study was approved by the Swedish ethics authority (2019-03276; 2020-01449). Results will be disseminated through peer-reviewed research papers, reports, research conferences, student theses and stakeholder communications.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- The Sustainable UNiversity Life study will increase the understanding of the aetiopathology of mental health problems and musculoskeletal pain in university students.
- The use of valid and reliable instruments and measurement methods and the large number of potential confounders will improve internal validity of the estimated associations.
- Recruitment of participants from large and small universities and colleges with a variety of faculties (medicine, technology, business/economics, social sciences and health sciences) improves external validity.
- The study will allow identification of trajectories of mental health problems, musculoskeletal pain and lifestyle before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- A limitation may be that the majority of the participating students were enrolled at universities in the Stockholm area, and if we fail to include a representative sample, this may threaten the external validity mainly of the results of occurrence and trajectories. Another challenge will be attrition and the risk of selection bias related to that.

Trial registration number NCT04465435.

INTRODUCTION

Mental health problems and musculoskeletal pain

Mental health problems and pain conditions are the highest contributors to global burden of disease. For nearly three decades, low back pain, headache disorders and depressive disorders have prevailed as leading causes of non-fatal health loss. Notably, these
conditions are also among the top 10 causes of the disease burden (quality-adjusted life-years) in adolescents and young adults aged 10–24 years.2

There has been an important increase in mental health problems among university students in recent years.3,4 The onset of mental disorders is most common prior to college and is associated with college drop-out.5 Similarly, pain is commonly reported among young adults and university students.2,6 Students who reported low back pain report repercussion on their studies, sleep quality and personal life.7 Unrelieved pain among students may have adverse impact on their physical and mental health-related quality of life.8–12 However, the aetiology of comorbid pain and mental health disorders is not well understood. This is significant because death by suicide is a leading cause of mortality worldwide and individuals with chronic pain may be at least twice as likely to report suicidal behaviours or commit suicide.13 The constructs that will be studied are based on the biopsychosocial model, and psychopathology associated with persistent pain. This model acknowledges illness to consist of inter-related mechanisms categorised into biological, psychological, environmental, and social causes.14 Along with psychosocial factors being studied, evidence is emerging suggesting persistent pain to be highly correlated with psychopathology, and mostly with depressive disorders, anxiety disorders and substance use disorders, to mention a few.15–17 The relation between persistent pain and psychopathology is reciprocal and need to be addressed simultaneously. This is the theoretical base of our study aiming to identify and study changes over time in potential risk factors for musculoskeletal pain and mental health problems among students.

In summary
Cohort studies are urgently needed to understand the aetiology of mental health problems and pain conditions in young adults.18 Studies that help identify modifiable risk and prognostic factors are required to develop health promotion and disease prevention strategies, which ultimately can help reduce the burden of disease in university students. Examples of risk factors suggested in the literature include sleep quality,19–21 physical activity and a sedentary lifestyle,22–23 and lifestyle behaviours such as food habits and substance use.24–27

The COVID-19 pandemic and protocol amendments
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic during the spring of 2020, occurred during our ongoing data collection. Protocol amendments were made accordingly in order to assess potential differences in students’ health before and during the pandemic. Further, our study lends unique opportunities to address certain questions on how students are affected by COVID-19.

Studies have suggested that factors such as self-quarantine, uncertainty regarding studies, health-related worries and increased loneliness25–26 may affect university students due to this public health emergency of COVID-19.

STUDY AIM
The overall aim of the Sustainable UNiversity Life (SUN) study is to advance the knowledge about aetiology and prognosis of depression, anxiety, stress and musculoskeletal pain in university students. Our study has three objectives. First, we aim to determine whether possible modifiable factors such as (1) sleep quality, (2) meal patterns, (3) low physical activity/sedentary lifestyle, (4) substance use, (5) study environment, stress, cyber bullying, sexual harassment (6) perfectionism, body image, compulsive training and exercise and loneliness are independent risk factors for the development of incident episodes and unfavourable trajectories of depressive, anxiety and stress symptomatology, as well as musculoskeletal pain in university students. Second, we will investigate whether these factors are independently associated with recovery or worsening of these conditions. Third, we aim to describe the fluctuations of risk and prognostic factors over one academic year, and to determine if such potential risk factors and trajectories vary between men and women.

Long-term follow-up assessments of the cohort are planned within an intended framework of 10 years.

COVID-19 research questions
Research questions related to the COVID-19-pandemic data collection include: Are there any differences in symptoms of depression, anxiety, stress, musculoskeletal pain and lifestyle habits among Swedish university students before and during the COVID-19 outbreak? What factors at baseline are associated with different trajectories of symptoms of depression, anxiety, stress, musculoskeletal pain and lifestyle? What are the trajectories of symptoms of COVID-19 related worry during the pandemic?

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Study population and selection
Design and source population
The SUN-study is a cohort study of undergraduate- and graduate students (up to master level). Eligible for participation include students, 18 years of age or older, enrolled in full-time educational programmes with at least one academic year before planned graduation. The source population are students at selected universities/colleges in the greater Stockholm area and Örebro attending selected educational programmes. Eight universities, mainly health related with educational programmes in medicine, nursing sciences and life sciences as well as business, technology, and social sciences, will be included. The universities are selected based on geographically feasible locations since meeting with faculty, student health services and students’ unions in preparation for data collection require physical presence. The recruitment
strategy includes physical presence at included universities where in-class presentations about the study will be given. Also, study staff will hand out flyers about the study at public spaces on campus sites, serve coffee and fruits as promotion and answer study-related questions.

**Study sample and recruitment process**

Inclusion criteria were students at selected universities who were 18 years of age or older, enrolled in a full-time educational programme with at least one academic year before graduation.

A communication plan was developed to achieve a high response rate, both regarding recruiting students to the study and encouraging them to participate at all the follow-up measurements. During the process of recruiting universities and colleges to the study, we are continuously meeting with faculty staff on campus, with student health services, student unions, giving presentations and presenting information, answering questions, handing out flyers and serving coffee to the students on site. We also regularly promote the study on the universities, educational programmes and student unions’ social media channels. Recruitment videos were produced with the endorsement from Tim Bergling Foundation. As a way of expressing our appreciation for students’ participation, a collaboration has also been established with ACTIC, a Swedish health club chain sponsoring all participants with a 1-month free pass per time they fill out one questionnaire. Prior to the data collection, the universities’ educational support offices as well as their student health services are informed about the study and the president’s approval is required in order to implement the study. The web-based questionnaire distributed to all eligible students is accessed by a personal link distributed by their personal university email.

**Patient and public involvement**

There has been an ongoing dialogue with students since the planning of the study started in 2018. This has taken place in class during lectures and via focus group interviews (presented below) as an active part of our communication strategy and to involve students’ opinion regarding the content of the survey. Further, discussions are continuously held with student health services and universities’ educational offices for collaboration and involvement in the study. Thus, there was an involvement as far as designing and conducting the study as well as in the discussion on the selection of outcome measures and the recruitment of students for participation. The study is continuously disseminated to the public through media, social media and via the universities’ webpages.

**Data collection**

We conducted focus group interviews with two different groups (n=7×2) of undergraduate students from two different universities to plan the design of our web-based questionnaire. As a gesture of appreciation, the students participating in the focus group interviews received a SEK50 (€5; US$5) coffee card at one of the larger chains of coffee houses in Sweden.

Students eligible for the study will mainly be invited to participate through email, with a few exceptions where the universities administer the invitations.

Before inclusion in the study, web-based informed consent is obtained. The baseline survey is estimated to take about 30 min to complete and the follow-up questionnaires about 10–15 min. Recruitment started on August 19, 2019. The four follow-up assessments are distributed every 3 months through out a full academic year. The online platforms used for the data collection is SUNET and Briteback. The baseline questionnaires are hosted online by SUNET Artologik, a secure web-based survey system used in Swedish higher education. The system has previously been used by members of our research group. The follow-up questionnaires are hosted by Briteback, a secure online service that in addition to email also can provide reminders through automatic text messages.

Because the first groups of students were included in August 2019, prior to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, and because substantial change of study environment due to the restrictions taking place, additional data collection related to the COVID-19 pandemic were added to ensure valid results of our main research questions. This was done with weekly text messages via SMS Track, a web-based software programme designed for research. The technology enables data from a large number of respondents to be gathered every week. The system has previously been used by members of our research group and has also shown to yield high compliance. These additional data collections also offer unique opportunities to study potential changes of students’ health and lifestyle behaviours during the pandemic.

**Technical appendix, statistical code and dataset**

The dataset and statistical codes will be available when the data collection is completed.

**Potential risk and prognostic factors**

Variables potentially associated with increased risk (risk factors), or recovery or recurrence (prognostic factors), of mental health problems or musculoskeletal pain, were identified and selected based on the epidemiological literature as well as on the results of focus group interviews. Well established and validated self-report questionnaires were selected (table 1).

**Measurements**

**Sociodemographic and background questions**

Questions in the baseline questionnaire are assessing sociodemographic and background questions (age, gender, level of education, main field of study, sexual orientation and identity, civil status, custody of children, housing, financial status and educational funding, parental educational status, country of origin, overall
health status and whether the student moved to Stockholm to attend the university).

Symptoms of mental health problems are measured by the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21). The original DASS consist of 42 questions but the version used in this study is the now most widely used version with 21 items, assessing symptoms within the last week. The instrument measures three different dimensions of symptoms indicative of mental health problems, Depression, Anxiety and Stress. DASS-21 have reported adequate psychometric properties (test-retest and internal consistency, $\alpha = 0.81–0.96$); and has been developed to measure symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress in both clinical and non-clinical populations.

Musculoskeletal pain is evaluated through a modified version of the Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ). The questionnaire assessed musculoskeletal symptoms and pain intensity in nine body areas: neck, shoulder, elbow, wrists/hands, upper back, lower back, hips/thighs/buttocks, knees and ankle/feet. The questions were modified to ask about the previous 3 months rather than the previous 12 months as per the original NMQ. The NMQ has been extensively used in the Nordic countries, in more than 100 different projects with a total of more than 50,000 respondents. Reliability tests with test–retest have been conducted as well as validity tests against clinical history with adequate results.

The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) includes 19 items addressing seven subscales: sleep duration, efficiency, quality, latency, medication use, disturbances and daytime dysfunctions. The PSQI has shown adequate internal consistency, reliability and construct validity. Cronbach’s alphas have been reported to 0.80 across groups and correlations between global and component scores have been shown to be moderate to high.

Single item question for daily sitting time
Single item question for daily sitting time (SED-GIH) is a single item question (‘How much time do you sit during a normal day, excluding sleep?’) with categorical answering.

| Table 1 Measurements in the SUN-study |
|-----------------|-----------------|----------|----------|
| Variable        | Instrument       | Baseline | Follow-up |
| Socio-demographic and background | Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index | X        |          |
| Sleep           | Single item question for daily sitting time | X        | X        |
| Physical activity and Sedentary behaviour | Alcohol, Smoking, Substance Involvement Screening Test (V3, Shortened version) | X        | X        |
| Substance use   | National Survey of Student Engagement, http://nsse.indiana.edu/html/about.cfm | X        | X        |
| Study environment Including discrimination | Cyberbullying and Online Aggression Survey Instrument | X        | X        |
| Cyberbullying   | Frost Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale | X        |          |
| Perfectionism   | Five items based on the Swedish version of the Pure Procrastination Scale | X        |          |
| Emotion regulation | Compulsive Exercise Test | X        | X        |
| Body Image      | Body Shape Questionnaire-8-item version | X        |          |
| Mental health problems | Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale 21-item version, short form | X        | X        |
| Musculoskeletal pain | Nordic Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire | X        | X        |
| Social media use | Two items adapted from an original scale about psychological empowerment on social media | X        | X        |
| Screen time     | Items addressing screen time, including school-work/work and leisure time (computer games, streamed television). Questions developed for this study | X        | X        |
| Model Disability Survey | Adapted questions WHO and The World Bank, 2017 | X        |          |
| Gambling        | Problem Gambling Severity Index | X        |          |
| Sexual harassment | Sexual Experience Questionnaire an adaption of selected items | X        | X        |
| Loneliness      | UCLA Three-Item Loneliness Scale (48) | X        | X        |
| Meal frequency  | One question addressing how many days per week the students are eating their meals (breakfast, snack, lunch, dinner and other meals) | X        | X        |
| COVID-19 sub-study weekly text-messages | Three questions about mood, worry and pain intensity, | X        | X        |
options assessing daily sitting time. The unanchored single item SED-GIH has shown excellent reliability but not adequate validity in investigated populations.\(^{39}\)

Substance use in the past 3 months will be measured by the Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST V.3.0).\(^{40}\) The ASSIST was developed by the WHO to measure non-medical use of tobacco, alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, stimulants, sedatives, hallucinogens, inhalants, opioids and other drugs. ASSIST has been demonstrated to be a valid screening test for identifying psychoactive substance use in individuals who use a number of substances and have varying degrees of substance use.

Study environment, including questions about discrimination, is measured with questions from the National Survey of Student Engagement; http://nsse.indiana.edu/html/about.cfm, translated and tested for Swedish conditions by the Swedish Higher Education Authority. These questions cover the relevant aspects of students’ study environment such as workload, influence, social interactions and feedback. Psychometrics for this scale has, to our knowledge, not been reported.

Cyberbullying is assessed with the Cyberbullying and Online Aggression Survey Instrument, the ‘Victimisation’ subscale.\(^{41}\) It measures different types of bullying and harassment online, for example, on social media. Psychometrics for this scale has, to our knowledge, not been reported.

Perfectionism is measured by Frost Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale\(^{42}\) using the subscales personal standards and concern over mistakes). The subscales have shown acceptable to good internal consistency (Personal standards=0.74; Concern over mistakes=0.86).\(^{43}\)

Procrastination is measured by five items based on the Swedish version of the Pure Procrastination Scale.\(^{44}\) The Swedish version of the scales have been shown to have a similar factor structure as the English version, generated good internal consistencies, with Cronbach’s alpha ranging between 0.76 and 0.87, and were moderately to highly intercorrelated. Further, the Pure Procrastination Scale, the Irrational Procrastination Scale, and the Susceptibility to Temptation Scale have been reported to be valid and reliable from a psychometric perspective.

Emotion regulation by compulsive exercise is measured by the instrument with the same name.\(^{45}\) Two subscales are included in the study—‘Weight control exercise’ and ‘Avoidance and rule driven behaviour’ since these subscales have been reported to have adequate validity (factor analysis) and internal consistency (Weight control exercise: α=0.82, Avoidance and rule driven behaviour: α=0.87).\(^{46}\) The questions assess behaviours for weight loss and emotion regulation using training.

Body image is measured by the brief version of the Body Shape Questionnaire, the 8-item version (BSQ-8C).\(^{47}\) based on the full version including 34 items.\(^{48}\) The questions are reflecting the past 4 weeks. A score <19 indicates no concern with shape, between 19 and 25 mild concern, 26 and 33 moderate concern and >33 marked concern with shape. The eight-item version of BSQ has been found to be sufficiently reliable and valid,\(^ {49,50}\) and the short versions capture the one-factor structure of the full version BSQ.\(^ {51}\) Welch et al\(^ {44}\) used the BSQ-8C Swedish version as a stand-alone measurement of body dissatisfaction and found it to show high internal consistency of α=0.94, excellent test–retest properties.

Items addressing screen time regarding social media, schoolwork/work and leisure time (computer games, streamed TV, etc) were measured with questions developed for this study.

The Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI)\(^ {52}\) was intended for use in epidemiological research with gamblers across the continuum of risk. The questionnaire has been developed as a part of The Canadian Problem Gambling Index,\(^ {53}\) a questionnaire that measure magnitude and frequency of gambling behaviour as well as individual and social factors relevant to the development of problem gambling. The PGSI has previously been used for epidemiological studies in Canada, Australia, Great Britain, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. The items are scored on a Likert-type scale where the maximum score is 27 (0=no gambling problems; 1–2=Some indication of risk for gambling problems; 3–7=enhanced risk of problem gambling; >8 gambling problems). The PGSI has previously been used in a Swedish cohort study on problem gambling and health.\(^ {54}\)

Sexual harassment is measured using six items based on the Swedish discrimination law. The questions have been extracted and adapted from the Sexual Experience Questionnaire.\(^ {55}\) To our knowledge, no psychometric data have been reported.

Meal frequency is assessed by the question: ‘How many days of the week do you eat the following meals?’ (breakfast, snack, lunch, dinner, snack, other meals), with the response alternatives 0–7 days/week. The question has been previously used in studies by the research group addressing disturbed eating behaviours as well as reasons for not eating regularly.

Loneliness was measured using the UCLA Three-Item Loneliness Scale.\(^ {47}\) The scale provides a total score ranging from 3 to 9 points. In accordance with previous research, we used a cut-off of ≥6/9 to define loneliness. UCLA three-item Loneliness Scale has acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=0.72 and high correlation (r=0.82)) with the 20 item Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale.

For the part of the cohort that is followed before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, weekly text messages are distributed with three short questions developed by the research group for this purpose. The questions are answered by replying to the text message with a figure, assessing mood, worry and pain by ranking symptoms ranging from well-being to ill-being. The questions are worded as follows:

1. How depressed have you been the past week? Answer with a figure between 0 (not at all) and 10 (worst imaginable).
2. How much pain have you had in the neck and/or back the past week? Answer with a figure between 0 (not at all) and 10 (worst imaginable).

3. How much worry have you felt related to the COVID-19 pandemic the past week? Answer with a figure between 0 (not at all) and 10 (worst imaginable).

Main exposures
Sleep quality, physical activity and sitting time, substance use in the past 3 months (non-medical use), study environment, body image, perfectionism, gambling, compulsive exercise, social media use, cyberbullying, procrastination and loneliness.

Outcomes
Outcomes will be measured with the DASS-21. The DASS-21 includes three subscales designed to measure depression, anxiety and stress symptoms in non-clinical populations with response alternatives on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 3. Higher scores indicate more severe symptoms. Musculoskeletal pain will be measured with the modified NMQ that cover most potential musculoskeletal pain sights. The questionnaire measure musculoskeletal symptoms, and pain intensity in nine body areas: the neck, shoulder, elbow, wrists/hands, upper back, lower back, hips/thighs/buttocks, knees and ankle/feet. The questions were modified to ask about the previous month rather than the previous 12 months as per the original NMQ. Those reporting no symptoms were assigned a pain score of zero, while those who reported having musculoskeletal symptoms were also asked to report how intense pain was on average over the last month, on a scale from zero, which refers to no complaints, to nine, which refers to the pain ‘as bad as it can be’.

Data analysis plan
Definition of trajectories
Trajectories of the outcomes depression, anxiety, stress symptoms, and pain will emerge by latent class growth mixture models (LCGMM) that allows for the identification of multiple underlying trajectories within a defined population. In LCGMM, each trajectory is defined by its own growth parameters (intercept, linear slope), which are assumed to be latent. We will use the Bayesian Information Criteria, Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test and entropy (measure of uncertainty) to determine whether our four-trajectory hypothesis offers the best fitting solution for the data.

Exploratory analyses
Multinomial logistic regression analyses will be used to determine the associations between each of the exposures and trajectories of outcomes. The associations as ORs and 95% CIs will be reported. Bivariate models to measure the crude associations between the exposures and trajectories will be built. To identify confounders, mediators, and colliders, directed acyclic graphs will be made, in order to select which covariates should be included in the models.

Associations between exposures and incident cases of depression, anxiety, stress symptoms and pain
At baseline, a subcohort of students at risk of developing troublesome symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress as well as pain will be identified. We will use Kaplan-Meier survival analysis to measure the associations between the exposures and the outcome. In all models, the reference category will be the level of exposure hypothesised to be associated with the lowest risk of the outcome. For example, the reference category will be ‘not lonely’ when analysing the association between loneliness and troublesome depression. HRs and 95% CIs will be used to describe the strength and direction of association. The same approach as described above will be used to identify confounders, mediators, and colliders.

Differences in mental health, lifestyle and pain before and during the COVID-19 pandemic
Generalised estimating equations will be used to estimate mean levels of the outcomes or proportions in each outcome category over time (before and during different time periods of the COVID-19 pandemic) for mental health symptoms, pain, and lifestyle factors. To investigate the role of different exposures on development of the outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemic, models will be fitted including exposure variables with interaction terms between exposures and time, letting the levels of outcome vary by exposure-level over time. Results will be presented as mean or proportion differences between time periods with 95% CI.

Sample size
A number of parameters to be included in multinomial logistic regression models based on distributions of participants across the four hypothesised trajectories have been estimated. The trajectories are: (1) no symptoms, (2) improvement, (3) worsening and (4) persistent. Two different distribution scenarios have been performed. In scenario 1, we hypothesised that 70% have no symptoms, 13% experience worsening, 10% improve and 7% have persistent symptoms. In scenario 2, we hypothesised equal distribution (25%) across trajectories. Based on these assumptions, we estimated that our models could accommodate 32 parameters if we recruit 1000 students (scenario 1) to as many as 234 parameters if we recruit 5000 participants (scenario 2). We estimated that by including approximately 5000 students from invited universities statistical power will be granted.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
All participants provide informed consent to participate in the study, after they have been informed about the purpose and procedure of the study and that it has been approved by the Swedish Ethical Review Authority (reference number: 2019-03276; 2020-01449).
The study is conducted through a web-based self-report survey without any forms of interventions. The survey target potentially sensitive topics such as mental health problems, financial problems and use of alcohol and drugs. The potential risk of participation is negative emotional reactions as a consequence of answering the questions in the survey. Emotional responses among persons at risk for mental health problems may have an increased risk of adverse thoughts being triggered. Student Health Services have been informed about the study and have the capacity to be of service if needed. All students have been informed that participation is voluntary and that they can withdraw from the study at any time. Up to this point, to our knowledge, there have been no indication of our web-based survey causing any pain or discomfort among the participants.

Data are processed in accordance with federal guidelines and laws, and we actively deal with ethical issues that arise during the study. The new regulations for the processing of personal data, the general data protection regulation, is adhered to.

Only the research group will have access to data required to identify the study participants. All results will be presented on group level only and thereby we can ensure that no individual student can be identified.

The dissemination plan is to report results from the study in Swedish reports, journals, international scientific peer reviewed articles and stakeholders.

**Trial status**
The manuscript reports the protocol (ClinicalTrial.gov PRS) for an ongoing trial for which participants is currently ongoing. The first study participants were included in August 2019 and all included students will be followed for 1 year.

**DISCUSSION**
The SUN-study will contribute to the knowledge about modifiable risk and prognostic factors for mental health problems and musculoskeletal pain in university students. This new knowledge will contribute to future development of sound evidence-based interventions for prevention of these major global health concerns.

A major strength of the SUN-study is that it will provide a large amount of longitudinal data about university students, a group that have been reported to have high prevalence of these problem areas. The use of mainly valid and reliable methods of measurement limits the risk of misclassification of exposures and outcomes. The information on a large number of potential confounders to consider in the assessment of associations between exposures and outcomes is another strength. Additionally, the sample with students from a variety of small and large universities and colleges as well as different faculties will contribute to ensure external validity. To address the potential risk of attrition in the longitudinal design with repeated measurements, we will encourage participants to fill out all surveys and pay special attention to those who do not, and to potential systematic differences between students taking all surveys and those who do not.

A challenge to the implementation of the SUN-study is the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic due to major changes in most aspects of daily lives, also among Swedish students. The Swedish model of restrictions due to the pandemic is widely discussed in international news media, due to Sweden having a different approach than many other countries on how to flatten the curve of the spread of the SARS-CoV-2. On 17 March 2020, all Swedish high schools and universities closed on-campus teaching and extracurricular activities, and mainly remote learning was being conducted. Rules for social distancing as well as recommendations of staying home, refraining from all student activities such as seminars, study groups, student activities, parties, group training at gyms etc were all put on hold. The Swedish restrictions affected university students on most aspects of their daily lives. One potential limitation is that the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic could risk the validity of original research questions in the study, although analyses with repeated measures over time before and during the pandemic is conducted to assess the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on the sample. These repeated measurements provide unique opportunities to study differences in students’ health and lifestyle before and during the pandemic.
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